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Frequency synthesizers are used in everything from wireless and wireline communications to waveform generation, but until now circuit design expertise in this area has been scattered in numerous trade publications and papers. This one-stop resource gives circuit designers all the straight-from-the-lab techniques, procedures, and applications they need for their work in the field. Following an introduction to system architecture and behavioral analysis, the book provides an extensive treatment of circuit implementation, emphasizing analog synthesizers and direct digital synthesizers and their applications. Worked and simulated examples throughout provide professionals with field-tested analyses, design approaches, and problem-solving strategies.     
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Software Engineering Techniques: Design for QualitySpringer, 2006

	The aim of software engineering is to find methods for developing high quahty
	software products at a reasonable cost. As more and more computers are being used
	in areas in which a malfunction of the system can be a source of serious losses or
	disturbances to the functioning of the society, the quality of software becomes more
	and more...
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Aspects of Soft Computing, Intelligent Robotics and Control (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Soft computing, as a collection of techniques exploiting approximation and tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty in traditionally intractable problems, has become very effective and popular especially because of the synergy derived from its components. The integration of constituent technologies provides complementary methods that allow...
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Becoming a Values-Based LeaderInformation Age Publishing, 2012

	What is Values-Based Leadership? How does one become a Values-Based Leader? Why Value-Based Leadership? Certainly these are critical questions. It is now widely recognized that effective leaders, from Martin Luther King through political leaders and corporate executives, have a foundation of values that guide their decision-making, and...
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Multimedia Forensics and SecurityIGI Global, 2008
As information technology is rapidly progressing, an enormous amount of media can be easily exchanged through Internet and other communication networks. Increasing amounts of digital image, video, and music have created numerous information security issues and is now taken as one of the top research and development agendas for researchers,...
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Advertising 2.0: Social Media Marketing in a Web 2.0 WorldPraeger Publishers, 2008
Every day, print and online trade magazines and news sources tout developments in online advertising, branding, and marketing. Seismic shifts in the industry—like major advertisers setting up shop in Second Life and other alternate realities—have forced marketers and advertisers, ready or not, to employ new advertising models. But the...
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Programming ChallengesSpringer, 2003
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming. Craftsmanship
has its quiet rewards, the satisfaction that comes from building a useful object and
making it work. Excitement arrives with the flash of insight that cracks a previously
intractable problem. The spiritual quest for elegance can turn the hacker into...
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